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From transaction to
companion: Engaging at
each level of the consumer
journey

Social Media Time
Management: The BestKept Secrets Revealed

5 Ecommerce Trends
Everyone Should Pay
Attention to in 2018

Imagery integral to the
buying process for
majority of consumers

Unbeknownst to many, the shopping

Time is everything and time is our most

It’s hard to believe there’s anything to look

According to an analysis of YouGov

experience doesn’t begin with the

precious resource. So, how can we be

forward to in 2018, but as the ecommerce

consumer data by martech company

purchase of an item. Rather, it begins

most eﬀective with our time when it

wars heat up, there’s at least plenty to pay

Pure360 shows that the importance of

when a consumer has a need or desire for

comes to social media, stay up to date

attention to. 2017 asserted the dominance of

imagery when it comes to the purchasing

a certain item. Successful brands may

with the latest and greatest, build

ecommerce: Amazon bought Whole Foods

process.

prevail at being part of the shopping

engagement with our customers and

for $13.7 billion; Google Home and Walmart

experience up until they get buyers into

clients, generate new leads - AND do

partnered up to ship items to people via

YouGov polled 2045 adults and found that

stores and, ultimately, in line at the cash

everything else we need to do in our day-

Google Express; internet clothing darling,

53% think that images grab their attention

register. But many marketers assume —

to-day job? The most precious resource is

Everlane, did the unthinkable and opened up

more than headlines. 61% expected

incorrectly — that their job ends once a

time! How can you be eﬀective in social

its first brick-and-mortar store.

marketing messages to include photos or

purchase transaction takes place.

media and not have it be a complete time

images.

suck?
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Facebook to begin counting
viewable-only impressions
for Pages’ organic reach

New York Times
introduces AR digital
storytelling

The thrilling highs and
chilling lows of piggyback
content

13 Words You Should
Never Use When Replying
to a Customer

Brands and publishers have another

The New York Times added augmented

reason to expect to see their Page posts’

Piggybacking is an old staple in a content

reality (AR) features to its mobile app to

The clinical tone and strange verbiage

organic reach decline, beyond last

marketer’s toolkit. I’m sure most of us can

provide readers with a more immersive

companies use on social media reeks

month’s News Feed algorithm change.

think of some truly inspired, ingenious and

experience of its digital storytelling, per

of automation. It takes a lot for a

Facebook will finally start to count

downright hilarious examples of brands

the newspaper's website. The news

customer to be willing to interact

organic reach impressions only when a

tying their names to events, popular culture

publisher said AR expands its journalism

with a company.

Page post actually appears on a person’s

or trends to ‘piggyback’ on their popularity.

by letting people experience stories

When a customer actually does take

screen, the company announced on

When a brand gets it right, it can work

beyond the edges of a mobile screen.

the time to reach out to a brand and

Friday. The new methodology for organic

brilliantly, showing your business is topical

The AR objects can be viewed from all

oﬀer feedback, it’s kind of a big deal.

reach matches how Facebook already

and relevant and bringing out your

angles at real scale, giving them a

Companies have an incredible

counts reach for ads. “Since this is stricter

personality and sense of humour. But when

“provocative explanatory value” by

opportunity to highlight the team of

reporting, some Pages may see lower

a brand gets it wrong, it can be absolutely

letting mobile users feel as if they are

passionate humans working behind

reach figures than before,” Facebook said

woeful…we’re talking tasteless, alienating

physically close to works of art or a

the scenes of the business.

in a company blog post.

or just plain lame.

border wall, for example.
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